The Analytical Psychotherapy Training:
Birmingham
offers

An Open Invitation
to discuss informally with
Committee members what is
involved with all our training
programmes

Saturday 15th May 2021
1pm – 2pm
VIA ZOOM
CONFERENCING

THE FULL TRAINING IN ANALYTICAL PSYCHOTHERAPY
The training aims to provide an experience of learning from which its graduates will qualify
as competent and responsible analytical psychotherapists. It leads to registration with the
British Psychoanalytic Council.
Applicants are expected to have established themselves soundly and creatively in a
profession relating to psychotherapy, or a related discipline. They will usually hold a
degree and must be able to demonstrate a capacity to function at a postgraduate level in
relation to academic study, written work, and the capacity to communicate effectively.
Applicants must show evidence of sustained learning as well as evidence of having been
able to use that learning in a creative way.
AN INTRODUCTION TO ANALYTICAL PSYCHOTHERAPY
This short course is designed for those curious about psychoanalytic and Jungian analytic
concepts and the practice of analytical psychotherapy.
Attendees are likely to include counsellors, clinical psychologists, mental health
practitioners, teachers, current analysands, other professionals in a related discipline such
as social work, medicine, the church, but applicants from all backgrounds are welcome.
This is a CPD earning course.
INFANT OBSERVATION COURSE
This 1-2 year training offers students the opportunity to explore and develop their
understanding of early emotional experiences and communications through weekly
observations of a baby within their family setting from birth onwards.
This course is suitable for psychotherapists, counsellors, health visitors, health
professionals and anyone with an interest in gaining a greater understanding of emotional
development in infancy and early childhood.
This is a CPD earning course.
For more initial information on all three courses please refer to our website
www.apt-birmingham.co.uk
FEE
There is no fee and everyone interested in exploring all aspects of our training
programmes is welcome to attend. Confirmation of attendance required in advance.
VENUE
Via Zoom Conferencing. Details confirmed on application.
TO BOOK A PLACE:
Contact Sue Harford on 07789 545908 or email aptc@wmip.org

West Midlands Institute of Psychotherapy
2 Greswolde House, 197b Station Road, Knowle, B93 0PU
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